
LaborVoices is a social responsible company looking to revolutionize the supply chain 
worldwide with workers by helping each other around the world. We will accomplish this by 
applying transparency to the labor supply chain at a level that will give migrant workers the 
ability to inform and share important information for all workers around the world, effectively 
giving workers the most powerful voice in the supply chain.

Why invest in LaborVoices? We’re forging reputations of markets around the labor supply chain 
and with a scalable and sustainable model, are reaching every worker in the bottom of the 
pyramid(BoP). By engaging the BoP demographic, and providing a platform to share information, 
we have the advantage of being the first to engage the BoP population with a trusted network 
that enhances their safety and promotes sound pre-migration decisions.  With this trust, we can 
effectively overcome the barrier of access to the BoP and develop strong relationships with 
grass roots companies that have existing bonds of trust with migrant workers world wide. We 
use a trust economy and use our profits to educate workers to make proper choices, while 
educating brands and consumers about these choices, while focusing products that will enhance 
the well being of the BoP demographic; we can capitalize by marketing products specific to the 
BoP as well as capitalize on our information flow to provide careful analysis of specific products 
to the supply chain.

What is the next step for Investors and LV? Angel investing in a social enterprise in India and 
long-term, world-wide. We look for immediate impact in India--3 to 5 year break even horizon 
which may include world-wide endeavor.  We are looking for 2-5 million in capital for aggressive 
expansion across india and into other strategic markets.

Please contact us for any conversation establishing funding partnership: 
contact@laborvoices.com

In-addition: we are open to investment of core and targeted funding for 
strategic pilots that are geographical or sectorial.

As a for-profit company, we are primarily interested in investment. However, we look to engage 
in non-profit organizations to accomplish our mission. We would be happy to facilitate 
donations to those non-profit partners for donors who are not interested in direct investment. 
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